Event Wrap: Festschrift in Honor of John E. Wills, Jr.

Over 30 scholars and students from USC and across the country gathered together last Tuesday, March 17 to honor the remarkable career of Professor Emeritus John "Jack" E. Wills, Jr. and the contributions he has made to the academic field in History and to the University of Southern California. Seven panelists presented articles and papers related to Professor Wills's research, which will lead to a publication in his honor.
Event Reminder: **EALC Graduate Student Conference**

*Memory, Moment, and Mobility in East Asia: East Asian Languages and Cultures Graduate Student Conference* is the first East Asian Studies Graduate Student Conference hosted by the G-SEA (Graduates Studying East Asia) organization at the Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures at the University of Southern California. Co-sponsored by the USC East Asian Studies Center, Center for Japanese Religions and Culture, Korean Studies Institute, Bryan Singer Division of Critical Studies, and Center for Transpacific Studies, this conference allows young scholars to present their research to both their peers and eminent scholars who work on East Asian studies throughout Southern California. The keynote panel features professors Michael Berry of UC Santa Barbara, Jennifer Jung-Kim of UCLA, Marc Steinberg of Concordia University (Montreal), and Hongyin Tao of UCLA.

**SATURDAY - SUNDAY | APRIL 11 - 12 | SOS B40**

---

Event Reminder: **EASC Taiwanese Documentary Series**

The second of the series will take place on Thursday, April 16 and Saturday, April 18. It will feature the works by award-winning filmmaker Director KE Chin-Yuan, whose films focus on environmental issues. The three films selected to be shown at USC will explore the subject of interaction between human development and the natural environment. The EASC Taiwanese Documentary Series is made possible by the Spotlight Taiwan grant from the Taiwan Academy of the Ministry of Culture, Republic of China, with additional support provided by Special Patron Dr. Samuel Yin, the USC School of Cinematic Arts, and the USC Pacific Asia Museum.

**THURSDAY, APRIL 16**

@ The Ray Stark Family Theatre, School of Cinematic Arts (SCA) 108
7:00-8:05pm | Introduction and **Black** (2013, 58 minutes)
8:10-9:10pm | **Take My Breath Away** (2013, 59 minutes)
9:15-10:00pm | Q&A with Director Ke Chin-Yuan

**SATURDAY, APRIL 18**
@ USC Pacific Asia Museum, Pasadena
2:00-4:05pm | Introduction and **Dive With You (1&2)** (2014, 117 minutes)
4:10-5:00pm | Panel Discussion
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**Events Around LA**

**Korean Movie Night**
THURSDAY | MARCH 26 | 7:00 PM | Korean Cultural Center

**Asians on Film Festival**
FRIDAY-SUNDAY | MARCH 27-29 | Japanese American National Museum

**58th Annual Bonsai Show**
SATURDAY-SUNDAY | MARCH 28-29 | 10:30 AM - 4:30 PM | The Huntington

**Japanese Tea Ceremony**
SUNDAY | MARCH 29 | 12:00 PM | LACMA

**Teahouse Tour & Tea Experience**
SUNDAY | MARCH 29 | 1:00 - 3:00 PM | The Huntington

---

Comments? Questions? Promotion requests?

easc@dornsife.usc.edu

For more news and information about the USC East Asian Studies Center visit

usc.edu/easc

---
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